
Concrete Timbre, Inc. is proud to present a reading of

Acting Mad is a full-length madcap farce that explores what happens when a school of acting
opens up next door to an outpatient psychiatric clinic. Prepare yourself for actors pretending to be 

crazy, crazies trying to stay sane, and a psychiatrist losing her grip on reality. 
Written and directed by:

Paul Joseph Gulino
Produced by:

Nancy Greening
Performed by:

Fedly Daniel Johnny Prince, an actor and self-centered prima donna......................................

Helene Galek Dr. Samantha Thomas, a highly competent and................................................
professional clinical psychologist.

Doyle Brand Charlie Mullins, a visionary acting teacher...........................................................
Owner of the Mullins Acting School and proponent 

of the Mullins Method of acting.

Jacqueline Schreiber Claudia, a devoted actress and student of Charlie................................

Kamaria Williams Zoey Pierson, a devoted actress.................................................................
Student and girlfriend of Charlie.

Darold Cuba Wyatt, an idealistic volunteer intern at the clinic....................................................

Paul Gulino Arthur Davenport, a confused and highly suggestible.....................................
would-be mental patient at the clinic.

Cely Riva Olivia, a psychopath extraordinaire............................................................................

David Green Dr. Fritz Ophil, an eye doctor, the uncle of Wyatt.................................................
Police Officer, with a police uniform.

Sunday, July 16, 2017 at 6 pm

Simple Studios

134 West 29 St.

New York City  

www. ConcreteTimbre.com

Contact information for Acting Mad Participants


Concrete Timbre	 ConcreteTimbre@ConcreteTimbre.com
______________________
www.ConcreteTimbre.com

Twitter: @ConcreteTimbre


Paul Gulino	 paulgulino@gmail.com
_________________________________________

Nancy Greening	 nhgreening@gmail.com
____________________________________

Fedly Daniel	 fedly.daniel@gmail.com
________________________________________

Helene Galek	 helenegalek@gmail.com
______________________________________
www.HeleneGalek.com


Helene Galek is an actor/casting director/writer and all her info can be found 
on her website. She had the pleasure of performing in one of Paul's plays in 
the Fringe Festival in the last decade and is thrilled to re-connect with him 
again!


Doyle Brand	 eric@doylebrand.com
_________________________________________

Jacqueline Schreiber	 ConcreteTimbre@ConcreteTimbre.com
__________________
(will update this soon)


Kamaria Williams	 kamariamwilliams@gmail.com
_____________________________

Darold Cuba	 daroldcuba@gmail.com
_______________________________________
www.DaroldCuba.com

Twitter: @DaroldCuba


Cely Riva	 celyb94@gmail.com
_____________________________________________

David Green	 ohiothespian@gmail.com______________________________________


